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ABSTRACT
Cloud Storage Services have become very popular in the recent
years. In this project we identify few problems with the standard
file hosting services and detail solutions for the same. We have
designed our own cloud sync service to demonstrate the feasibility and usefulness of our ideas. The major issues identified are
redundant data sync, cost to storage and large network utilization
between client and server. We solve the first problem through delta
encoding and the last two by making the storage peer to peer. Our
experimental results is promising and shows that our key ideas are
working.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been a growing public fascination with the
Cloud Storage Systems. Cloud storage services, such as Dropbox ,
OneDrive (used to be SkyDrive) and GoogleDrive, are expanding
their market daily.With a rush of providers to enter the market and
an increasing offer of cheap storage space, it is to be expected that
cloud storage will soon generate a high amount of Internet traffic.
We witness a gold rush to offer on-line storage capabilities, with
players like Microsoft, Google and Amazon entering the market at
the end of April 2012. They face a crowded scenario against popular
solutions like Box.com, UbuntuOne, and Dropbox. The latter, active
since 2007, currently counts over 50 million users, uploading more
than 500 million files daily.
Very little is known about the architecture and the performance
of such systems, and the workload they have to face.Considering
commercial offers, little is known, with most players providing
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proprietary solutions and not willing to share information. So in
this paper we first understand the underlying typical architecture
of cloud storage systems.
The aim of this paper is to identify and address some of the problems
of modern mobile cloud storage systems. Our work consists of two
major components: 1) identifying the performance bottlenecks 2)
proposing a new cloud storage service framework which integrates
a few techniques to enable efficient sync operations in cloud storage
services.

2

BACKGROUND

A typical architecture of cloud storage services as shown in figure
5, which includes three major components : the clients, the control
server and the data storage server. The file system on the server
side has an abstraction different from that of the client. Metadata
(including the hashes, modified time etc.) and contents (often split
into chunks) of user files are separated and stored in the control and
data storage servers respectively. The key operation of the cloud
storage services is data sync, which automatically maps the changes
in usersâĂŹ local file system to the cloud via a series of network
communications. During the sync process, metadata are exchanged
with the control server through the metadata information flow,
while the contents are transferred via the data storage flow. In a
practical implementation, the control server and the data storage
server may be deployed in different locations. For example, Dropbox
builds its data storage server on Amazon EC2 and S3. Another
important flow, namely notification flow, pushes notifications to
the client once changes from other devices are updated to the cloud.

Figure 1: Typical Architecture of a Cloud Storage System
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3 DESIGN
3.1 Key Ideas
We have two key ideas in our project. The first major idea is to
make data transfer peer to peer. We eliminate the need for data to
be stored in the server. Only a small amount of metadata is stored
in the control server and this greatly reduces the need for having
a server with high storage capacity. So the clients synchronize
with each other by transferring data between themselves using
SCP. This also reduces the network traffic between the clients and
the server. Secondly, we use delta encoding to synchronize the
data. This means that each time a change is made the whole file
doesnâĂŹt have to be exchanged. Instead only the new changes
made is exchanged and is used for synchronization. This greatly
decreases the size of data being exchanged.

3.2

the temp folder are cleared once the synchronization is complete.
The client has client process and server process running in it and
these processes will be explained in detail in section 2.3 and 2.4.

Architecture

Our design consists of a Control server and a number of clients
connected to the server. The control server stores only the metadata
and provides the control signals to the clients for synchronization.
The clients pull the delta file generated using SCP and get synchronized among themselves. We also have implemented a lock
mechanism which prevents more than one client syncing at the
same time. We have a server process running in all the clients and
the control server and the client process which runs only in then
clients.

Figure 3: Client

4.2

Control Server

The control server consists of three small files âĂŞ Host, Sync,
Timelog. The host file has a list of all the clients connected in the
network along with their IP addresses and their SSH passwords.
Sync has the list of all the files present in the RemoteSync folder and
their corresponding lock flags. The Timelog file maintains a record
of the filename, timestamp of when the edit was made and when
the lock was released. The control server has the server process
running on it which will be discussed in detail in section 2.4

Figure 2: Design Architecture

4 IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 Clients
Clients contain two separate folders to aid in synchronization âĂŞ
RemoteSync and Temp. RemoteSync is the folder which has the files
to be synced across all the clients. All the intermediate files that are
created for synchronization are stored in the Temp folder. Whenever
a file is opened a copy of that particular file is created in the Temp
folder before any changes is made. Also the delta file generated after
the changes are made is stored in the Temp folder. The contents in

Figure 4: Control Server

4.3

Client Process

The client process runs on the client machine that is currently
being used. It keeps monitoring the RemoteSync folder to see if
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any file is being inserted, modified or deleted. It is responsible for
automatically creating a copy of the file being modified and the
delta file in the Temp folder. It is also responsible for informing
Control Server about any changes to files in RemoteSync folder

4.4

Server Process

Server process is a multithreaded program which helps in isolating
failures. It runs on all machines including the control server and
all the clients and it uses port 2122. On the server side the server
process is responsible for receiving and broadcasting control signals
to the clients. It grants and releses locks to the clients based on
their requests. It also creates the log entries in the Timelog file.
On the client side the server process is responsible for listening
to the instructions from the control server. It initiates the sync
process between all the clients based on the broadcast signal from
the control server.

4.5

• Send File
Master instructs a client to push a file to another client.
SEND FILE: FILE_NAME:VERSION_NUMBER:TARGET_IP:
USERNAME:PASSWORD:HASH
• Ack
This is just a basic acknowledgement signal sent from Control server to clients to inform them that it has received their
signals.
ACK:CHECKSUM

Control Signals and Metadata

We have six different control signals in our design. Each signal has
its own purpose.
• Get lock
This signal is from Client to Control server and this is sent
when any change is made to the files in the client.
GET LOCK:FILENAME:CHECKSUM
• Grant lock
This signal is from Control Server to the Client and is sent
whenever the client requests a lock for a particular file and
that file is not locked by any other client.
GRANT LOCK:FILENAME:VERSION_NUMBER:CHECKSUM
• Push
This control signal is sent from the client to the Control
Server and it contains the path of the generated delta file
and the IP address of the client.
PUSH:CLIENT_IP:DELTA_FILE_PATH:CHECKSUM
• Broadcast Metadata
The Control server broadcasts the delta file path and the particular clientâĂŹs IP address to the remaining clients along
with the SSH username and password.
PUSH:DELTA_FILE_PATH:CLIENT_IP:USR:PWD:CHECKSUM
• Delete
Delete control signal is sent from Control server to the
Clients only if a file is completely deleted from the RemoteSync
folder
DELETE:FILE_NAME:CHECKSUM
• Release Lock
The client request the Control server to release the lock once
the synchronization has completed
RELEASE LOCK:FILENAME:CHECKSUM
• Get Version List
Command used to get up-to-date version list from the master.
GET FILE LIST:CHECKSUM
• Sync File
Command used to Sync files that are not up to date. Meta
data is sent to master in this step.
SYNC FILE: FILE_NAME:VERSION_NUMBER:CHECKSUM

4.6

Security

One of the loop holes in this implementation is the security of
traffic between the clients and the control server. It could lead up to
potential risks like man in the middle attack. So in order to create
a secure tunnel and transfer our meta data we use sslv23 over
the socket communication between control server and the clients.
All the hosts including the clients and the server have the same
certificates. Considering this is just a personal cloud sync system,
self signed certificates are sufficient. The data transfer between two
clients is done through ssh which is secured by in itself.

4.7

Network Partition

Network partition is one of the problem that is faced by almost all
the distributed applications. We have created a robust method to
overcome such network partition scenarios when the client is again
connected to the Control server. There are two situations that may
arise when a client is again connected to the Control server:
(1) Other client’s may have created new files.
(2) The content of already existing files may have been modified.
For handling network partition, we came up with the following
architecture:

Figure 5: Network Partition
In this figure, assume that Client 2 just recovered from a Network
Partition, the sequence of steps for recovery are as follows:
(1) GET FILE LIST: First, the Client 2 requests the up-to-date
version log from the Control Server.
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Table 1: Functionality Tests

(2) FILE LIST SENT: The master then sends this version log
which is parsed by the client 2 for discovering new files that
were added and those which were updated.
(3) SYNC FILE: The client upon discovering a file that needs to
be synced, sends a request to master for syncing.
(4) SEND FILE: The master then connects to the client that made
the latest update to that file and asks it so push the updated
file to client 2.
(5) PUSH FILE: Client 1 (Client who made the latest changes)
pushes this updated file to Client 2.
(6) SYNCED FILES: Client 1 then informs the Control server
that the file has been synced.
(7) SYNCED: The Control Server then informs the client 2 that
the sync operation has been performed successfully.

5

FUNCTIONALITY

This section explains in detail the steps involved in synchronization.
Assume that initially the files in the RemoteSync folder are synced
between all the clients. When a file to be edited is opened in Client
A, immediately a copy of the file is generated and stored in the
Temp folder in the same client before any change is made. After
we make the necessary changes and save the file, the client A asks
the Control Server for a Lock. The Control server grants the lock
and the synchronization process is initiated. Client A creates a
Delta file in its Temp folder by comparing the initial copy stored
in the Temp folder with the newly updated copy. This Delta file
contains only the changes made to the edited file. The Client A
then sends the push metadata to the Control server containing
the path of the delta file and the client IP address. Control server
once it receives the push signal from the Client A, broadcasts the
metadata including the clientâĂŹs SSH username and password to
the remaining clients to initialize the synchronization.
Once the remaining clients receive the broadcast message from
the Control server, they SSH into Client A and pull the Delta file
from the Temp folder. The Delta file is then used to synchronize
their copies of the file to the latest version. The control server then
sends the ACK message to Client A to indicate the completion of
the Synchronization and then Client A finally asks the Control
Server to release the lock on the file.

File Type
Text

Image
Audio
Video

6.2

Traffic between Client and Master

To compare the traffic pattern difference between our design and
Dropbox, we applied different sizes of changes to a file and measured the packets exchanged between our master and client devices

Result
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
X
✓
✓
✓

via Wireshark (v2.2.3-0-g57531cd). In Fig. 6, we can observe the
quite distinct patterns from two systems. As the size of ∆ data goes
up, Dropbox induced increasing packets change between client and
master (server). However, constant number of packets change is
observed in our system, which is mainly metadata of the change. It
seems that 2MB ∆ data generates the most packets. The possible
explanation could be the change of the encoded data chunks at
2MB hits a high point given the specific data encoding schemed
adopted by Dropbox.

6 EVALUATION
6.1 Tests on File Types and Editors
We tested our system on various kinds of files (text, image, audio
and video) and different editors. The result is shown in Table. 1.
Strange file close behaviors by Gedit cannot be properly handled
by our prototype. The times Gedit calls ‘close()’ is not predictable
(sometime once, sometime twice). Everytime it calls twice the incorrect ∆ data will be stored and synchronized, which results in
corrupted synchronized file on other devices. So using a more robust
way to detect file change becomes a critical future improvement to
be done.

Editor
Atom
Sublime
Nano
Touch
Vim
Gedit

Figure 6: Traffic between Client and Master v.s. ∆data
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RELATED WORK

There are many studies and research done on the existing cloud storage services [3]. Recently a large number of measurement research
efforts have been conducted on cloud storage services [2, 4, 5].
Focusing on personal cloud, Drago et al. give a large scale measurement for Dropbox [3], and then compare the system capabilities
for five popular cloud storage services in [4]. There are also many
studies about the system design for cloud storage services [1, 7, 8].
Delta encoding [6] is also not a new idea but it poses big challenge
when implemented with the cloud storage system where files are
split into chunks and stored in a distributed way.
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Table 2: Feedback
Sr. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8

Feedback
Stronger Security
Handle Network Partition
Backup Server
Multiple Clients
Solve multiple client conflict
Support Gedit
More Evaluation

Status
Implemented
Implemented
Implemented
Implemented
Implemented
Not Implemented
Not Implemented

FEEDBACK
(1) Stronger Security: Communications between Control Server
and Client are secured by SSLv23 and communication between clients is secured by SSH.
(2) Handle Network Partition: We implemented Lamport’s logical clock for recovering a client after network partition.
(3) Backup Server: Can be done by running the Control Server
code on any server with a few configuration changes of IP
address made in the code.
(4) Multiple Clients: Just run the client code on any new client
and change the configuration of IP address in the code.
(5) Solve multiple client conflict: Already has a lock mechanism
implemented for solving conflicts.
(6) Support Gedit: Cannot be implemented with delta mechanism.
(7) More Evaluation: Could not be done due to time constraints.

9

CONCLUSION

A peer to peer storage cloud synchronization system that offers
fast and instant file sync service is designed and implemented. In
the presented system, server only stores and broadcasts meta-data
pertinent to the changes made on every client, while the clientclient communication takes care of the heavy data exchange. The
prototype is tested on a variety of file types and editors and shows
robust performance. The evaluation reveals that the peer-to-peer
data exchange pattern is promising to make this system scale up to
serve a large number of clients, given the limited server resource.
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